X-ray computed tomography (CT) combined with quantitative analysis of the resulting volume images proved to be a fruitful technique in soil science. However, the overlap in X-ray attenuation values of different soil components and variations in X-ray attenuation keep the segmentation of single components of these highly heterogeneous samples a challenging problem. Particularly demanding are biopores due to their elongated shape and the low gray value difference to the surrounding soil structure, especially if they still contain partly decomposed root fragments or earthworm linings. Such features are only temporarily occupying the biopores and it may be desired to omit them from the segmented biopore network for seperate analysis. The accurate segmentation of the biopores is of substantial interest since the quality of the segmentation is a key determinant for the quality of subsequent structural analysis. Recently, variational models in connection with algorithms from convex optimization were successfully applied for image segmentation. In this paper we apply these innovative methods for the first time for the segmentation of biopores in a CT image of a soil sample. The segmentation result is compared with global gray value thresholding and with a morphological approach. Pros and cons of the methods are assessed using geometric features of the segmented biopore system.
Introduction 1
Computed tomography (CT) is an efficient tool for non-destructively imaging and subse-2 quently analyzing the structure of plant roots, see (20; 31) and the references therein. In 3 (24), CT was used to investigate the effects of root-induced biopores on the pore space architecture of soil samples. In general, the three-dimensional (3D) pore space of soil sam-5 ples is made up of a variety of different pore types, showing structural heterogeneity in 6 size, shape, and orientation (24).
7
Over the last decade, the application of CT in soil science showed rapid improvement in 8 terms of image quality and acquisition time. However, segmentation of biopores as shown 9 in Figure 1 remains a challenging problem due to the overlap of the X-tay attenuation 10 values between biopores and soil caused by organic materials, and due to the elongated 11 shape of the pores. For example, disconnecting biopores due to poor segmentation can 12 influence the subsequent analysis of the biopore network dramatically. It may also be to segment pore systems in soil images, e.g., in (24) using Lindquist's and Oh's indicator kriging (35), and in (38) refining the double thresholding described in (40) .
19
In this paper, we suggest a variational model for the large root channels. For comparison, 20 we apply indicator kriging (35) as used in (24) and additionally the most simple approach 21 of a morphological gray value balancing followed by Otsu's (23) global gray value threshold 22 as well as a morphological fill holes procedure, again combined with a global thresholding.
23
All four methods are applied to the data sets from (24) and to two simulated data sets.
24
Quantitative assessment of the segmented pores shows, that each method has its merits -25 the variational approach yielding smooth well connected large pores, the global thresholding 26 very well recovering small pores and biological infillings.
27
The proposed functional in our variational model consists of a data term which includes a 28 threshold depending on the depth (z-direction) of the given data and a regularizer which 29 is a discrete counterpart of the total variation regularizer. The latter originates in image 30 restoration (27) and is meanwhile very frequently applied for various image processing 31 tasks. We suggest to find the minimizer of the model by the alternating direction method 32 of multipliers (ADMM) which has a simple implementation and works very efficiently.
33
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the variational model for 
Variational Segmentation Model

40
In this section, we introduce our model for tackling the root-induced biopores segmentation 41 problem and provide an algorithm to solve it.
42
Let Ω := {1, . . . , N 1 } × {1, . . . , N 2 } × {1, . . . , N 3 } be the image grid. For fixed z ∈ {1, . . . , N 3 }, let Ω z := {(x, y, z) : (x, y) ∈ {1, . . . , N 1 } × {1, . . . , N 2 }} be the horizontal (discrete) plane through z. By f : Ω → [0, 1] we denote the given 3D CT gray-value image. Let ∇ x be the forward difference operator in x-direction (and similarly in y-and
where we suppose mirror boundary conditions. For fixed z ∈ {1, . . . , N 3 } and given ε > 0
43
we define the edge set
In other words, E z (ε) contains the pixels located around the boundaries in Ω z . Then
can be considered as average gray value of the pixels located around the boundaries in Ω z .
where c is a chosen constant. To segment the root-induced biopores we propose to find the 48 minimizer u of the following convex functional:
where u ∈ [0, 1] is meant pixelwise and
The first term of model (3) 
59
There is a close relation of model (3) (for constant τ ) to the Chan-Vese segmentation model 60 (6). For more details on the connection between these models and its relation to perimeter 61 minimization we refer to (3; 4).
63
Once the minimizer u : Ω → [0, 1] of (3) is found, we can apply a thresholding procedure 64 with a threshold ρ ∈ (0, 1) to find the two desired segments of u. Fortunately it was proved 65 in (21) that every threshold ρ ∈ (0, 1) can be used here.
67
We compute the minimizer of the convex functional (3) by the ADMM (2; 9). Alternatively one could apply primal-dual first order methods as, e.g., those proposed in (5). To present the algorithm in a sound mathematical form, we reorder the 3D images g : Ω → R into vectors g ∈ R N , N = N 1 N 2 N 3 with components g x+N 1 (y−1)+N 1 N 2 (z−1) := g(x, y, z) and associate to the forward difference operators ∇ x , ∇ y , ∇ z the corresponding matrices. For the concrete matrix representation we refer to (29). Then problem (3) can be rewritten as
where s, u denotes the vector inner product, · 1 the 1-norm of vectors and
Then the ADMM algorithm reads:
2 ∈ R N , and γ > 0.
The minimizer in the first step can be computed by setting the gradient to zero which results in solving the linear system of equations
2 ) − 1 γ s with the N × N identity matrix I N . This system can be efficiently solved using the fast discrete cosine transform, see (29). The second step requires a grouped soft shrinkage of a = (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 )
2 with threshold λ := µ γ defined pixelwise by
otherwise.
The third step just means that
2 }, 1}.
Segmentation Methods for Comparison
69
In order to evaluate the derived segmentation algorithm, we compare it to the method 70 applied in (24) as well as global thresholding according to Otsu (23) , and a morphological 71 approach thriving mainly on the fill-holes transform on gray value images (39). To be 72 self-consistent we briefly summarize the three methods. T 0 is the biopore gray value peak for the manually chosen region.
84
Of course, the simplest method is global thresholding with an automatically chosen thresh- 
Experimental Results
103
In this section, we compare the variational method with the segmentation achieved in (24),
104
shading correction and Otsu's global threshold and extract holes, respectively, based on 105 the data sets from (24) (one is shown in Figure 1 ) and two simulated biopore systems. The adapted from those observed in the real data sets.
109
The variational segmentation algorithm does not require a preprocessing of the data since of the extract holes transform was thresholded by Otsu's method too -in that case 15.
122
Before applying extract holes, the side of the cylindrical sample is set to foreground to 123 avoid edge effects.
124
The variational segmentation method was implemented in Matlab. For all other processing 125 and analysis algorithms as well as the volume rendering we used MAVI (8) and ToolIP
126
(36) with MAVIkit (37).
127
Visual impression suggests that the variational method yields the smoothest pores and Table 1 as large as for the other methods, see Table 2 .
142
Labelling of the pores and subsequent statistical analysis of the thus obtained image objects 143 underlines the above findings.
144
Comparison to the ground truth for the two simulated biopore systems is clearly in favour of pores of this size (see Figure 5 ). This is most likely due to the observed over segmentation 151 artificially connecting pores. 
Conclusions
153
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